Tallangatta A & P Society Inc.  
In conjunction with  
Upper Murray Adult Riding Club  

OFFICIAL HRCAV SHOWRING  
SATURDAY 11TH MARCH 2017

VENUE: Showgrounds located on Murray Valley Highway, Tallangatta  
START TIME: 9am – RING 2  
ENTRY: $30 block – Pre Entry  
$45 block - Entry on The Day  
ENTRIES CLOSE: Friday 3rd March 2017  
ENTRIES TO: Chris Slaughter by email at bilborough@outlook.com  
Mail C/ P O Box 9, KOETONG, VIC 3704  
JUDGE: VICKI BROWN  
CARD SEC: Leanne Baxter  
ENQUIRIES: Chris Slaughter 0488 072 630  
PRIZES: Ribbons to 4th place, Sashes for Smartest on Parade to 6th place, Champion & Reserve as indicated below High Point Award on the Day

1. *Smartest on Parade Level 5  
2. *Smartest on Parade Level 4  
3. *Smartest on Parade Level 3  
4. *Smartest on Parade Level 1 & 2  
*Champion/Reserve SOP

5. *Ridden Exhibit Level 5  
6. *Ridden Exhibit Level 4  
7. *Ridden Exhibit Level 3  
8. *Ridden Exhibit Level 1 & 2  
*Champion/Reserve Ridden Exhibit

9. *HRCAV Rider Level 5  
10. *HRCAV Rider Level 4  
11. *HRCAV Rider Level 3  
12. *HRCAV Rider Level 1 & 2  
*Champion/Reserve HRCAV Rider

13. *Mount most suitable HRCAV Level 5  
14. *Mount most suitable HRCAV Level 4  
15. *Mount most suitable HRCAV Level 3  
16. *Mount most suitable HRCAV Level 1 & 2  
*Champion/Reserve MMS HRCAV

Classes 13-16 may be required to jump - Medical armbands must be worn.

17. Beginner’s Mount Level 5  
18. Beginner’s Mount Level 4  
19. Pleasure Mount Level 3  
20. Pleasure Mount Level 2 & 1  
21. Pairs Class (Any Combination)  
22. Unofficial Working Equitation Class - 8 Obstacles (Jumping may be required)

* Denotes classes eligible for points on cards and HIGH POINT AWARD

- HRCAV ring only open to current members of HRCAV. Ring to be run under HRCAV Showing and Event rules. Classes may be combined or split depending on numbers
- Valid membership showing performance card and completed HRCAV Entry form to be presented to card steward before classes commence
- Competitors will have to pay Gate Entry to Showgrounds
- HRCAV riders to provide their own numbers – either 1 chest number or 2 bridle/saddle cloth numbers. HRCAV Club uniform to be worn.
- Tallangatta Show Committee and Upper Murray ARC do not accept liability for any accident injury, damage or loss arising from attendance at this event, and reserve the right to refuse entry with or without stating a reason.